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The Drift of Time in Elliott Carter’s Anniversary

This article examines the rhythmic organization of Elliott Carter’s Anniversary (1989) from the 
orchestral suite Three Occasions. I will discuss ways in which the work’s formal layout arises 
from alternations of the music’s temporal states. In doing so, I will examine the differentiations 
of the rhythmic layers by their speed rates, gestural characteristics, and instrumentation. The 
changing constellations between the layered elements create different senses of the flow 
of time, between passages and within passages, and shape the formal layout of the music. 
Particular emphasis is placed on the ways in which such a design is made perceptually vivid. 
The paper concludes with a discussion of the ways in which the work’s temporal world can 
be described as a space consisting of a network of related tempi. This metric framework 
represents conceptually vivid relationships within which the local rhythms act.

Temporality has become an important compositional resource in twentieth- and 
twentyfirst-century music. The increased significance of temporality is intimately 
connected with the widening scope of formal shapings of music. Elliott Carter is one of 
the composers who have offered interesting and unique solutions in relating rhythmic 
organization with large-scale shaping in their music. In this paper, I will examine aspects 
of the rhythmic organization in Carter’s piece Anniversary from the orchestral suite Three 
Occasions.
 In Carter’s music, one of the characteristic aspects is a continuous evolution of events. 
In Carter’s compositional idiom, events, both in the domain of pitch and rhythm, evolve 
gradually, they are prepared, foreshadowed and ‘aftershadowed’. Also, formal junctures 
tend to be a part of a gradual process, and abrupt section brakes are more rare, although 
the music has a clear sense of being shaped into discrete sections.
 Another characteristic of Carter’s music is its layered metrical organization. Musical 
layers are typically differentiated by their speeds, instrumentation, articulation, and 
intervallic vocabulary. In Anniversary, the layered counterpoint becomes a significant part 
of its gradual processes, and in the articulation of the music into formal sections. As the 
music unfolds, the changing relationships between the layers, which move at a variety 
of speeds, create different temporal states. Musical layers with their different tempi slide 
in and out, some layers come to the fore, while others move to the background. The 
changing constellations between the layered elements create different senses of the flow 
of time, between passages and within passages, and shape the music into formal sections, 
and into developments and culminations.
 The shaping of the music into formal sections through their temporal states arises 
from the properties of Carter’s rhythmic idiom. As is well known, Carter’s rhythmic 
devices include, in addition to its layered meters, metric modulations, tempo accelerandi 
and ritardandi, and local and large-scale polyrhythmic patterns.1 For example, in the 
Second String Quartet, which is an earlier piece from the year 1959, and in which Carter 
crystallized his rhythmic idiom up to that point, tempo accelerandi and ritardandi, 
polyrhythmic patterns, and metric modulations typically mark formal junctures, and 
lead to a change of a rhythmic quality. In addition, the formal sections of the Quartet 
may be characterized by a layered way of using subdivision types, whether or not they 

1 Elliott Carter’s rhythmic practice has been discussed, among others, by Jonathan Bernard (1988), John Link 

(1994), Andrew Mead (2007 and 2008), Ève Poudrier (2009), and David Schiff (1998).
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coincide with the notated meter.2 The speeds coinciding with the notated meter often 
mark, both locally and generally, structurally significant moments: a departure, an arrival, 
or a culmination.
 Similar strategies are present also in Anniversary, but the temporal world of the piece 
is somewhat more complex, despite of its relative shortness. This seven-minute work, 
written in 1989, is dedicated to Helen Carter, Elliott Carter’s wife, to celebrate their 50th 
wedding anniversary. The work becomes a metaphor for the passing of time. David Schiff 
(1998: 314) has noted how ‘Carter’s sketches reveal that the piece evolved quickly from the 
specific event of an anniversary to an abstract presentation of what Carter calls “the drift 
of time, thinning and thickening”’.
 The texture of the work consists of four main gestural elements. Two contrapuntal 
lines, marked in the score as X and Y, permeate the work.3 A third line, Z, enters just before 
the midpoint. These lines form the main action of the work. There are also additional 
elements: pizzicato chords and quick rustling flutterings, and occasionally also sustained 
chords.4 Example 1 shows the formal layout of the work, showing the tempo areas, 
the culminating moments, and some of the formal sections where the temporal state 
changes.

2 Discussions of the rhythmic organization of the Second String Quartet include Bernard (1993), Robert Cogan, 

Pozzi Escot (1976), and Tiina Koivisto (2010, forthcoming).

3 Carter marked the lines in the score, because ‘they frequently move from one group of instruments to 

another’ (Carter 1992: vii). The subtle employment of changing instrumentations becomes important in the 

articulation of the temporal and spatial moves of the contrapuntal lines.

4 The contrapuntal lines ‘should predominate over the accents and figurations that accompany them’, as 

pointed out by Carter (1992: vii).
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As shown in the example, the notated meter of the piece indicates two tempo areas, in 
the first a quarter note equals MM132, and in the second MM99. This provides a basic 
proportion 4:3 between the tempi. The proportion also forms the basis of the speeds 
of the contrapuntal lines. First, X and Y are differentiated by their subdivision types, 
which are related by 4:3; Y employs triple and X duple subdivisions of the basic units. 
(Z mostly follows Y’s subdivision types.) Second, as shown in Example 2, in employing 
these subdivision types, X and Y have durations that are various multiples of duplets and 
triplets of the two tempi. This provides a wide range of speeds.
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Example 2
Temporal space of Elliott Carter’s Anniversary. The speeds of X and Y.
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The temporal strategies of Anniversary arise from the properties of its temporal space. 
First, as shown in the middle column of Example 2, a change of the tempo area keeps the 
absolute speeds the same, but changes the subdivision types from triple to duple. Second, 
the work employs a wide range of speeds, from the very slow ones to the fast ones. The 
employment of all the speeds contributes to the fluidity of the contrapuntal lines. But 
most interestingly, the wide range of speeds provides a possibility to play with degrees 
of closeness and remoteness between the speeds. Because the speeds of the temporal 
space form a mathematical harmonic scale, their difference is dissimilar at the slower 
and faster ends of the spectra. This provides important conceptual consequences. At the 
slower ends of the time spectra – which are employed quite frequently in the piece – the 
tempi of X and Y may come very close to each other, without being the same. But their 
origin remains in the multiples of the two different subdivision types, duple and triple. 
As the speeds come closer towards the slower ends of the spectra, the recognition of the 
subdivision type is reduced, as is the audible, perceptual difference between them.5 For 
example, the difference between Y’s speed MM28.3 and X’s MM27 is hardly audible, but 
the former arises from 14 eighth-note triplets and the latter from ten eighth-notes (see, 
for example, mm. 13-20). In moving to the faster speeds, the differentiations between 
the speeds and subdivision types become more vivid. For example, a strand of Y’s or Z’s 
eighth-note triplets at MM396 has a very different quality from a strand of X’s eight-
notes at MM264 (see, for example, mm. 185-196). In Anniversary, the fastest speeds, the 
sixteenth notes (MM528 and MM594), are employed as continuous strands of speeds 
mainly in the rustling fluttering gestures, and the distinctions of the speeds are hardly 
audible as the gestural character takes over.
 There are some further ways in which the available speeds are employed in Anniversary. 
One of the basic distinctions is to juxtapose a fluid pulsation to a regular beating. As is 
typical for Carter’s music, equally distanced events contribute to stability in Anniversary, 
and they often mark moments of a departure, an arrival and a culmination, both generally 
and locally. In addition, in Anniversary there is an expressive distinction between the 
fluid pulsation as opposed to regular series of attacks. The contrapuntal lines are often 
characterized by fluidity, whereas the pizzicato chords punctuate the texture with strands 
of equally distanced attacks. This creates a tension between fluidity and regularity, and a 
special relation between the different gestural elements, which might be interpreted as an 
expressive tension between a pressure of time as opposed to an inner freedom of time.
 In Anniversary, the role of the notated meter as an articulator of events is relatively 
small. In the large-scale plan, the downbeats of measures may act as points of an arrival, 
for example in the polyrhythmic patterns and at the culminating moments. Further, the 
contrapuntal line of X tends to play more according to the notated meter than do the 
others. But more generally, the notated meter indicates points of emphasis or stress only 
occasionally, and these instances arise from specific musical situations and expressive 
intents.6 On a more general level, however, the role of the notated meter is to provide 
units through which the speeds and their relationships are derived, and to act as one 
speed among the others.
 Finally, polyrhythmic patterns are used rather sparsely in Anniversary, but shorter 
polyrhythmic patterns mark three significant moments in the formal layout. The 
polyrhythmic patterns outline the opening and closing sections, and briefly the move 
towards the final culmination (mm. 183-204). Here too, the fluidity of texture is 
emphasized, as the polyrhythmic patterns “sneak in” by eluding the initial coincidence 

5 Mead (2007) and Candace Brower (1993) have discussed the perceptions of tempo differences, and tied it to 

issues of embodiment.

6 The role of the notated meter as an articulator of the expressive rhythmic surface is discussed in Mead 

(2008). 
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points of the patterns, and by forming a prominent sectional goal at the endings of the 
patterns.
 In the following, I will provide analytical examples of different types of interplay 
between the musical layers and of the ways in which they shape the music into sections, 
contributing to different senses of the flow of time. The examples are taken to illustrate 
how different temporal states arise from an interplay amongst the contrapuntal lines, and 
further, between the contrapuntal lines and the other gestural elements.
 The work is framed by two sections, the opening and concluding sections (mm. 1-13, 
and mm. 204-227), which are both outlined by a polyrhythmic pattern between X and 
Y. The other elements are sparsely present. The two sections illustrate the closeness and 
separateness between the speeds of the contrapuntal lines. In the seven-bar polyrhythmic 
pattern of the opening section, the speeds of X and Y are far from each other: X “walks” 
with its staccatos at MM176 and Y moves at MM56.7. In contrast, in the closing section the 
speeds are as close as possible without being the same. X and Y form a 21-bar polyrhythmic 
pattern, and they play their legato lines at MM44 and MM42.4, respectively. In both 
sections, the steadiness of the tempi of the polyrhythmic counterpoint – together with 
other textural factors – contributes to a sense of stability, and to a sense of a departure and 
an arrival in the large-scale shaping of the music.
 In the opening and closing sections, the interplay between the closeness and remoteness 
of speeds takes place between the contrapuntal lines. Another type of interplay occurs 
between the contrapuntal lines and the other gestural elements. The contrapuntal lines 
are most often clearly separated from the rest of the texture, as if they had their own sense 
of time. The tension between the contrapuntal lines and the other elements is introduced 
in the second section (mm. 13-23), where the pizzicato chords and fluttering gestures 
become active. A reduction of the section is shown in Example 3. In this passage, the duet 
between X and Y moves in sweeping legato lines, and X and Y first employ the slower 
speeds of their tempo spectra. At the beginning of the duet, the durations of X and Y 
are close to each other, and they use various multiples of the two subdivision types, as 
indicated in the example. At the culmination of the passage, at mm. 21-22, faster speeds 
and subdivisions emerge from the long-note figurations accentuating the culminating 
moment. Further, the attacks tend more to bring forth the notated meter as well as the 
qualities of, and qualitative differences between, the subdivision types. In this section, the 
pizzicato chords form a separate layer and contrast with the contrapuntal lines by playing 
regular and faster pulsations with equally distanced attacks at MM88 and MM132. At the 
culmination the chords turn into a fluttering gesture.
 In some passages, the contrapuntal lines form a clearly separate layer and keep their 
temporal detachment from the other gestural elements, as in the second section discussed 
above. In certain passages an intensification of events arises from a fusion between the musical 
elements, as happens at the culmination towards the end of the piece (mm. 159-171). In this 
passage, the contrapuntal lines transform into pizzicato chord-type figurations, there is a 
short polyrhythmic passage between the pizzicato chords and the contrapuntal lines, and the 
fluttering gesture is extended. Example 4 shows a reduction of the end of the culmination. In 
the move towards the goal of m. 165, several metric procedures are present and contribute to the 
motion towards the goal. First, at mm. 161-164 the line of Z transforms into pizzicato chord-
type figurations and begins to play a strand of equally distanced pitches at MM132. When the 
actual pizzicato chords enter at the end of m. 164, they pick up the regular beat at MM132, 
and Z returns to a fluid legato playing. Simultaneously Y has slid in from the background with 
a tempo accelerando from MM39.6 up till MM132. The gradual coming to the fore of the Y’s 
line from behind the rest of the texture is emphasized through instrumentation and dynamics. 
As the culminating moment of mm. 165 and 166 ceases, it is now the line of Y that picks up the 
pizzicato-figurations by playing a strand of equally distanced notes at MM198 which move 
away from the culmination.
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Elliott Carter, Anniversary, mm. 13-23.

© 1992 Boosey & Hawkes, London. Reproduced with kind permission.
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© 1992 Boosey & Hawkes, London. Reproduced with kind permission.
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X has a different way of acting, as it plays all through the passage a legato line that 
arches beyond the culmination. Having played longer notes at the beginning, the line of 
X highlights the culminating moment with a steady strand of legato pitches at MM88, 
which, furthermore, form a three-bar polyrhythmic pattern with the pizzicato chords. As 
the situation of intensification and culmination ceases, the line of X forms a bridge to the 
following section, where it happily plays two clarinet solos, as the rest of the texture has 
thinned out.
 From there, the events evolve towards the final climax and finally, at m. 204, the 
situation changes radically as the chords begin to dominate, cutting the flow of the 
contrapuntal lines into a thin, fragmented texture.
 What is the role of meter in this work? Of course it would be possible to call the 
music non-metric, but that would hardly do justice to the quality of the music. As 
Christopher Hasty (1997: 208-209) has pointed out about Carter’s music: ‘Without the 
very vivid metrical distinctions that help to particularize and articulate this fluency, the 
music would be robbed of its energy and vitality and collapse into a relatively incoherent 
and homogeneous experience in which tonal distinctions, too, would be flattened.’ David 
Lewin’s (1987: 62) comments on Carter’s music resonate with that, as he notes the ‘very 
strong mensural character, despite our difficulty in pinning down “the” beat.’ Recent 
discussions of theories of rhythm and meter have expanded and refined the notion of 
meter. For example, theories of layered metric structures in tonal music have significantly 
enriched the notion of meter.7 The approaches have helped to better understand the role 
of meter, also in non-tonal music. Echoing Harald Krebs (1999: 23), meter of a work may 
be defined ‘as the union of all layers of motion ... active within it.’
 In Carter’s music, metric distinctions can easily be seen in its large-scale shaping, 
because moments of a culmination, a departure and an arrival are often marked with 
specific metric strategies, including the framing function of the polyrhythmic patterns, 
goals of tempo accelerandi and ritardandi, and so forth.8 But how do the more local 
speeds function in this music? Especially in a work like Anniversary, where there is a 
wide spectrum of speeds employed, and the role of the notated meter often seems rather 
peripheral. I would like to suggest that it might be helpful to consider the temporal world 
from the point of view of relations between the tempi.9 The speeds and their relations 
could be considered as a network that describes the metric space of the work. Thus, the 
temporal space of Example 2 is not merely a description of the work’s speed rates, but it 
also models aspects of the work’s metric framework. In this metric space, certain speeds, 
and relationships between speeds, become locally more referential than the others, acting 
as points of orientation. The speeds of the notated meter do not necessarily have a special 
status over the other speeds, but they may become, in some instances, more referential 
through the frequency of their employment. This wider metric framework regulates also 
the availability of the more local speeds and provides a framework within which the local 
speeds act and form the rhythmic surface detail of the music.
 The speeds in this music are not only absolute speeds, related to each other. The 
speeds carry also expressive meanings. A gradual speeding up and slowing down, the 

7 These discussions include Richard Cohn (1992), Harald Krebs (1999), and William Rothstein (1995).

8 Such instances could be compared to large-scale structural downbeats, where the metrical and harmonic 

emphases coincide.

9 This resonates with Lewin’s (1987) and Mead’s (2008) approaches to Carter’s rhythmic practice. Lewin 

(1987: 62) argues against ‘the notion of “an” absolute conceptual time-unit’ as the referential time-unit and 

prefers contextual time-units, which arise from the relationships between tempi. Mead (2007 and 2008) 

has discussed the tempo relations in Carter’s music and he (2008) notes, that ‘by concentrating on the 

relationships between tempi of pulses, we can see that those relationships may readily hold and be heard 

through a range of different sets of tempi.’
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use of regular pulses as opposed to fluid pulsation, the employment of different ways 
of layering metric strands and the use of different subdivision types, all create different 
senses of time, and experiences of time and action.
 It is the mastery of Carter’s compositional idiom, that the music combines the two 
facets of temporality fluently. The music creates a conceptually vivid and concise space of 
tempo proportions and relations, and combines that with the expressive and experiential 
meanings of time. Through this, the music resonates in multifaceted ways with our 
experiences of time and its drift.
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